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Important Notice -  
How to Use this Guide

This document is a collection of 

national pay scales, which are 

either in the public domain, or 

reproduced with permission from 

the relevant bodies, gathered 

together for the convenience of 

members. Sources are quoted 

where applicable.

Additionally, advice is given 

based on custom and practice, 

and the author’s experience, for 

members to accept or reject as 

they see fit. This advice is clearly 

labelled as such!

This document should 
NOT be cited as 
constituting ‘IAPS Pay 
Scales’. Your school must 
have its own Pay Policy.
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FOREWORD

Foreword

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to 

the 2013 edition of The IAPS Guide to Salaries, 

published jointly by IAPS and Harrison Clark 

Rickerbys.

Will September 2013 mark the beginning of 

the end of national pay scales for teachers? 

And for other public servants, too?

Ultimately, the answer is ‘yes’, as far as the 

government’s intentions are concerned. In 

practice, however, I am sure that the effect 

will be slow, and probably rather patchy! 

So, for probably the last time, this book 

contains national pay scales showing 

individual points, those points to be used for 

pay decisions for 2013-2014, thereafter merely 

for guidance. 

All schools, maintained, academies, and 

independent, will be obliged to have their 

own pay policies. This is not new for the 

independent sector, of course, but will be 

a new and challenging concept for state 

schools. In effect, they have until September 

2013 to develop their own policies, with the 

pay for teachers for 2013-2014 still determined 

by the national agreement. From September 

2014, teachers’ pay will be subject to 

performance management linked to pay at 

all levels, with no automatic incremental uplift.  

It will be necessary for your governing bodies 

to review their pay policies, and appraisal 

or performance management systems, in 

preparation for the time when an incremental 

system is no longer customary, or appropriate. 

This may also necessitate changes to 

contracts of employment, making pay 

conditional upon performance management 

review.

National pay scales will be raised by 1% this 

year. However, independent schools are free 

to award any increase their governing bodies 

or proprietors see fit. 

Good luck with the challenges ahead!

Hylary Kingham 
Education Consultant

Advice

New information and updates are posted regularly on the members’ area of the 

IAPS website, www.iaps.org.uk  Bursars and Governors, in addition to Members, 

may register for access to this information by emailing iaps@iaps.org.uk
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WEBSITES AND GEOGRAPHICAL ALLOWANCES

Websites

The Department for Education 

www.education.gov.uk

The National Archives 

www.nationalarchives.gov.uk

The IAPS website www.iaps.org.uk has useful 

information for heads, bursars and teachers; 

much of this is in the members’ private area 

which may be accessed through the home 

page.

If you require log in details, please email  

iaps@iaps.org.uk.

AGBIS – the organisation supporting governing 

bodies of independent schools, who conduct 

surveys of remuneration of Heads and Bursars.  

www.agbis.org.uk

Geographical 
Allowances

Teachers

Each table of salaries contains four pay 

bands: England and Wales (D); Inner London 

(A); Outer London (B); Fringe (C). 

The Inner London Area (A): means the area 

comprising London boroughs of Barking and 

Dagenham, Brent, Camden, City of London, 

Ealing, Greenwich, Hackney, Hammersmith 

and Fulham, Haringey, Islington, Kensington 

and Chelsea, Lambeth, Lewisham, Merton, 

Newham, Southwark, Tower Hamlets, 

Wandsworth and Westminster.

The Outer London Area (B): means Greater 

London, excluding the Inner London Area. 

The Fringe Area (C): means

• in Berkshire: the Districts of Bracknell Forest, 

Slough and Windsor and Maidenhead; 

• in Buckinghamshire: the Districts of South 

Buckinghamshire and Chiltern; 

• in Essex: the Districts of Basildon, 

Brentwood, Epping Forest, Harlow and 

Thurrock; 

• in Hertfordshire: the Districts of Broxbourne, 

Dacorum, East Hertfordshire, Hertsmere, St 

Albans, Three Rivers, Watford and Welwyn 

Hatfield; 

• in Kent: the Districts of Dartford and 

Sevenoaks; 

• in Surrey: the whole County; and 

• in West Sussex: the District of Crawley. 
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HEADS

Heads

Pay Scales for Heads, Deputy 
Heads, Bursars, and other Senior 
Managers.

The pay scale for Heads, Deputy Heads and 

Assistant Heads is called the ‘Leadership 

Group’, and there are rules about placing 

Heads, Deputies and Assistant Heads on it, in 

order to maintain differentials. 

 
Advice

The criterion for deciding whether or 

not to include a member of staff in the 

Leadership Group is that they should have 

a strategic role in the management of the 

school. Thus, the Head of Pre-prep may 

be considered; the Director of Studies, 

possibly not. However, it is entirely up to the 

school to decide! The Bursar should also be 

included.

Small schools are advised not to have 

more than the Head, the Deputy Head 

and the Bursar on the Leadership Group.

Determining the pay of a Head 
using national pay scales

This is a three-part process involving:

1. The size of the school (the ‘Group’), which 

gives a range of appropriate points on 

the Heads’ salary scale (the Leadership 

Group) 

2. The choice of a section from within that 

range (the Individual School Range or ISR) 

3. The choice of a salary point for the Head. 

1. Calculation of School Group

For each pupil in the school up to and 

including Key Stage 2 (up to and including 

Year 6, ie age 11) assign 7 units. (For pupils 

attending part-time, eg in the Nursery, assign 

half points, or whatever fraction seems 

appropriate.) 

For each pupil in Key Stage 3 (Years 7 and 8, 

ie age 11-13), assign 9 units. 

For each pupil in Key Stage 4 (two years up to 

GCSE), assign 11 units. 

For each pupil in Key Stage 5 (Sixth Form, A 

levels), assign 13 units. 

Use the total number of units to establish the 

Group from Table A printed on page 6. 

Then use Table B to establish the available 

range of spine points for the Head’s salary. 

2. The choice of a section from within that 

range (the Individual School Range or ISR)

The Individual School Range is a set of 7 

consecutive points from the appropriate 

section of the Leadership Scale, chosen to 

reflect not only the size of the school (eg 

top, middle or bottom of the group size), but 

also any other special circumstances. The 

Leadership Group Pay Scale is printed as 

Table C.

Advice
At this point, Governing Bodies may wish 

to consider whether they will accept 

this value for the group of the school, 

or consider increasing it as a way of 

acknowledging the greater responsibilities 

borne by Heads in the independent sector. 

For example, a group 2 school could be 

considered group 3, or a ‘bottom of group 

3’ could be considered as a ‘top of group 

3’ school.
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3. The choice of a salary point for the Head

This is straightforward when the Head is newly appointed; 

he or she should be placed on the first point of the ISR, 

and advanced by one point per year for the first few years 

(3 or 4) as they gain experience. Thereafter, at the annual 

salary review, performance management is appropriate, 

with the Head and Governors agreeing targets and the 

rewards for having met them, within a suitable time frame. 

For a Head who has been in post for some time, the 

process is one of assimilation onto the ISR. The suggested 

protocol for this is to select the nearest spine point in the 

ISR to the Head’s current salary (‘nearest’ being above, 

not below!) and then ensuring that the Head has at least 

two more points on the ISR, if necessary adding two from 

the pay spine. 

From time to time, AGBIS carries out surveys of Heads’ 

Remuneration packages.

The salaries of independent school Heads are generally 

significantly better than their maintained school 

counterparts.

The salaries of independent school Heads are generally 

significantly better than their maintained school 

counterparts. The value of any benefits in kind received 

such as housing, car, private medical insurance should 

also be considered when setting the salary.

From time to time, AGBIS carries out surveys of Heads’ 

Remuneration packages.

Table A

Total Unit Score School Group

Up to 1000 1

1001 - 2200 2

2201 - 3500 3

3501 - 5000 4

5001 - 7500 5

7501 - 11000 6

11001 - 17000 7

17001 and over 8

Table B

Ranges for Head Teachers (currently covering England and Wales excluding London and the fringe)

England & Wales  
D £pa

Inner London  
A £pa

Outer London  
B £pa

Fringe  
C £pa

Group
Range of  

spine Points

Recommended  
salary range

01/09/13

Recommended  
salary range

01/09/13

Recommended 
salary range

01/09/13

Recommended  
salary range

01/09/13

1 L6 - L18 42,803 – 57,520 49,961 – 64,677 45,805 – 60,525 43,851 – 58,565

2 L8 – L21 44,971 – 61,901 52,128 – 69,059 47,974 – 64,907 46,013 – 62,955

3 L11 – L24 48,505 – 66,623 55,656 – 73,780 51,503 – 69,624 49,547 – 67,673

4 L14 – L27 52,131– 71,701 59,287 – 78,853 55,129 – 74,702 53,177 – 72,746

5 L18 – L31 57,520 – 79,081 64,677 – 86,238 60,525 – 82,047 58,565 – 80,130

6 L21 – L35 61,901 – 87,229 69,059 – 94,386 64,907 – 90,231 62,955 – 88,279

7 L24 – L39 66,623 – 96,166 73,780– 103,319 69,624 – 99,167 67,673 – 97,209

8 L28 – L43 73,480 – 106,148 80,634 – 113,303 76,483 – 109,151 74,523 – 107,199
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Table C - The Leadership Group - Heads, Deputy Heads and Assistant Heads from September 2013

Spine Point
Annual Salary England 
and Wales (excluding 

the London Area) D £pa

Annual Salary Inner
London Area A £pa

Annual Salary Outer 
London Area B £pa

Annual Salary
Fringe Area C £pa

L1 37,836 44,986 40,838 38,878

L2 38,784 45,938 41,787 39,828

L3 39,752 46,910 42,752 40,795

L4 40,743 47,898 43,748 41,790

L5 41,757 48,917 44,762 42,806

L6 42,803 49,961 45,805 43,851

L7 43,957 51,117 46,961 45,006

L8 44,971 52,128 47,974 46,013

L9 46,094 53,248 49,096 47,140

L10 47,277 54,433 50,282 48,323

L11 48,505 55,656 51,503 49,547

L12 49,622 56,779 52,628 50,671

L13 50,863 58,020 53,869 51,912

L14 52,131 59,287 55,129 53,177

L15 53,429 60,580 56,428 54,470

L16 54,849 62,006 57,850 55,896

L17 56,109 63,267 59,112 57,162

L18 57,520 64,677 60,525 58,565

L19 58,946 66,103 61,952 59,992

L20 60,408 67,564 63,412 61,458

L21 61,901 69,059 64,907 62,955

L22 63,440 70,596 66,440 64,488

L23 65,011 72,162 68,012 66,054

L24 66,623 73,780 69,624 67,673

L25 68,279 75,433 71,281 69,323

L26 69,968 77,122 72,970 71,018

L27 71,701 78,853 74,702 72,746

L28 73,480 80,634 76,483 74,523

L29 75,300 82,457 78,301 76,349

L30 77,174 84,330 80,175 78,217

L31 79,081 86,238 82,087 80,130

L32 81,047 88,201 84,048 82,096

L33 83,061 90,216 86,066 84,110

L34 85,114 92,270 88,119 86,163

L35 87,229 94,386 90,231 88,279

L36 89,390 96,543 92,388 90,436

L37 91,612 98,771 94,616 92,658

L38 93,878 101,032 96,881 94,925

L39 96,166 103,319 99,167 97,209

L40 98,566 105,726 101,571 99,616

L41 101,029 108,190 104,034 102,076

L42 103,560 110,714 106,558 104,609

L43 106,148 113,303 109,151 107,199
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM/SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM

Senior Management Team/Senior Leadership Team

Pay Scales for Deputy Heads and 
Assistant Heads 

Deputy Heads and Assistant Heads have their 

salaries determined in the same manner as 

Heads, with reference to the same pay scale, 

ie that of the Leadership Group (Table C on 

page 7). 

Deputy and Assistant Heads should have a 5 

point pay range (ISR) on the Leadership scale, 

such that the maximum should not be more 

than the point below the Head’s ISR, and the 

minimum should be above the highest salary 

earned by any other member of the teaching 

staff. 

An Assistant Head may have the same 

maximum as a Deputy Head but if there 

are two deputies, this may not exceed the 

maximum of the more junior deputy. 

Members of the senior management team 

may be considered eligible to receive 

salaries as members of the Leadership Group, 

although they are below the rank of Deputy 

Head. The criterion for being placed on the 

Leadership Group is that the member of staff 

carries strategic responsibility.

Bursars

Schools are urged to consider paying the 

Bursar on the Leadership Scale, as this 

removes much embarrassment, and will 

ensure that the Bursar’s pay is not overlooked.

The duties and qualifications of Bursars in IAPS 

schools are so varied that their terms and 

conditions must be a matter for individual 

agreement. However, a qualified Bursar, 

undertaking a full range of duties, might 

expect to enjoy a status somewhere between 

that of the Head and the Deputy Head. Other 

factors, such as benefits in kind, the length of 

holidays, the degree of ‘on call’ expected, 

would form the basis for negotiation. The 

Independent Schools Bursars’ Association 

(ISBA) would be a useful source of advice. 

www.isba.org.uk

Bursars are welcomed into membership by 

several of the professional associations for 

Heads and Teachers, and Bursars are urged 

to consider joining one of them. The cost of 

defending oneself against malicious or false 

allegations would be ruinous – look on it as 

insurance, if nothing else! 

www.naht.org.uk; www.ascl.org.uk;   

www.atl.org.uk

Advice

IAPS research, based on an examination 

of adverts, Charity Commission 

accounts, and the Crowe Clark Whitehill 

Benchmarking Survey, indicates that the 

salaries of Deputy Heads are generally 60-

65% of that of the Head; those of Bursars 

are about 70% of that of the Head.
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TEACHERS

Teachers

Teaching Staff

Pay scales for teachers can be found on 

www.education.gov.uk.

Members are reminded that:

It is a condition of IAPS membership that 

members of the teaching staff in IAPS schools 

should be paid no less than the appropriate 

point on the national pay scale, M1-M6. 

Members should pay due regard to the Upper 

Pay Spine.

 

 
 
From September 2013

Pay Scale for Classroom Teachers (Main Scale) 2013

Scale 
Point

Annual Salary Annual Salary Annual Salary Annual Salary

England and 
Wales

Inner London 
Area

Outer London 
Area

Fringe Area

(excluding the 
London Area) D £

A £ B £ C £

M1 21,804 27,270 25,369 22,853

M2 23,528 28,693 26,941 24,575

M3 25,420 30,188 28,609 26,466

M4 27,376 31,761 30,381 28,428

M5 29,533 34,204 32,957 30,581

M6 31,868 36,751 35,468 32,914

Threshold

U1 34,523 41,912 37,975 35,570

U2 35,802 43,972 39,381 36,848

U3 37,124 45,450 40,838 38,173

Assimilation and 
Calculation of Pay

The DFE has strict rules about how the pay of 

teachers should be safeguarded when new 

pay scales are introduced. Independent 

schools employing teachers from the 

maintained sector may encounter some 

messy arrangements of this type, but are not 

obliged to honour them – a new job brings a 

new salary. In future, this is expected to hold 

true even in the maintained sector, where 

portability of pay is no longer guaranteed.

Experience Points or Annual Increments

The entry point for all new teachers is at Point 

M1. Thereafter, progression up the scale is 

to be dependent on annual performance 

management review, and no longer 

‘automatic’. In some schools incremental 

points are contractual, and therefore must 

be applied even during a pay freeze. Those 

schools should consider making changes to 

their contracts of employment before they 

adopt this new system of performance-

related pay.
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TEACHERS

Advice

Please bear in mind that national pay 

scales are designed for schools with 2000 

children, as well as for those with 200. 

Smaller schools should not feel obliged to 

have more than the Head, the Bursar, and 

one Deputy on the Leadership Group.

The Upper Pay Range and Threshold 
Assessment

This topic has been explored in previous 

editions of the Guide to Salaries, and 

independent schools will by now have 

formulated a pay policy with respect to the 

threshold. 

Teachers in the maintained sector who have 

been successful in applying for the threshold 

payment and who are in receipt of U1 are 

subject to performance management review.

There is an expectation that they will spend 2 

years on U1 before moving to U2 following a 

satisfactory performance review; and similarly 

for U2 to U3.  

It should be noted that the vast majority 

of teachers who apply to go through the 

threshold from M6 to U1 are successful. It is 

also worth noting that teachers may only be 

recorded as passing through the threshold 

in the maintained sector, regardless of what 

salary they receive in an independent school.  

This often acts as a disincentive for teachers 

considering a move from an independent 

school to one in the maintained sector.

 

Part Years

A ‘year of service’ is defined as having been 

worked if the teacher has completed 26 

weeks of employment in the aggregate within 

the previous twelve months. This includes 

periods of absence from work for sickness 

or injury, holidays, and maternity leave. Of 

course, a teacher joining a school in April from 

another school would expect, quite naturally 

and as a professional courtesy that their 

service in the other school would be taken 

into account. This paragraph is relevant only 

to new entrants or people returning to the 

profession who do not start their employment 

until the Spring or Summer Term, or to supply 

teachers. 

Extra Incremental Points (and Fast-
Tracking)

The concept of ‘extra incremental points’ 

will no longer be appropriate as all pay 

increases will be determined with reference to 

performance management review.

A teacher may have been appointed on 

the understanding that they will receive two 

increments at a time, in order to ‘fast-track’ 

their way to M6. This method has been used 

to help recruit highly-qualified graduates into 

teaching. However, as all pay will be linked to 

performance in future, schools will no longer 

wish to make firm offers of this type, although 

existing agreements should be honoured.

‘Extra increments’ are not used for taking 

on management responsibilities. All extra 

responsibilities should be designated in the 

school’s pay policy, and allowances assigned 

to them. 

See also ‘Recruitment and Retention’ on 

page 12.
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Teaching and Learning 
Responsibility Allowances (TLRs)

September 2013

TLR1 £7,397– 12,517

TLR2 £2,561 – 6,259

TLR3

(new)
£505-2,525

The management structure will be up to 

the individual school. Some of the teaching 

unions recommend dividing each TLR into 

three spot points (which might be called A, B 

and C) but it is up to each individual school 

how they approach this, bearing in mind the 

descriptors below.

Teachers awarded a TLR allowance should:

1. have an impact on educational progress 

beyond the teacher’s assigned pupils

2. help to lead, develop and inspire the 

teaching practice of others

3. have accountability for leading, 

managing and developing a subject or 

curriculum area 

And (for TLR1) 

4. have line management responsibility for a 

significant number of people.

New for 2013, the TLR3 is designed to be 

available for a fixed length of time only, for a 

teacher undertaking a particular project or 

task which will aid school improvement. At 

the end of the fixed term, the TLR allowance is 

then relinquished. 

Recruitment and Retention

Formerly, a range of allowances was 

available for recruitment and retention. Now, 

schools are free to move staff towards the top 

of the scale as rapidly as they please.

 
Special Education Needs

September 2013

SEN1 £2,022

SEN2 £3,994

Pay Policy

Members and their governing bodies will 

no doubt wish to develop their own pay 

structure which will reward teachers for 

responsibility; create career development; 

and attract talented and able teachers. 

A skeleton pay policy is available from the 

IAPS website.
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Advanced Skills Teachers

This pay scale has been discontinued. It has 

been replaced by a pay range for Lead  

Practitioners.

Excellent Teacher Scheme

This scheme has been discontinued. It has 

been replaced by a pay range for Lead  

Practitioners.

Lead Practitioner Scale

Annual Salary 
England & Wales 

D £

Annual Salary 
Inner London 

A £

Annual Salary 
Outer London 

B £

Annual Salary 
Fringe Area 

C £

Minimum 37,836 44,986 40,838 38.878

Maximum 57,520 64,677 60,525 58,565

Unqualified Teachers

Pay Scale for Unqualified Teachers 2013

Scale 
Point

Annual Salary 
England & Wales 

D £

Annual Salary 
Inner London 

A £

Annual Salary 
Outer London 

B £

Annual Salary 
Fringe Area 

C £

1 15,976 20,092 18,977 17,025

2 17,834 21,949 20,836 18,882

3 19,692 23,807 22,695 20,740

4 21,550 25,665 24,555 22,598

5 23,409 27,522 26,412 24,456

6 25,267 29,379 28,272 26,313

NB The STRB has recommended that the non-consolidated pay increase, a flat-rate of £250 per annum on points 1-3, should 

be removed entirely. In the maintained sector, this is not in effect a pay cut, as those paid on this scale will be awarded an 

incremental point automatically. Independent schools using this scale will need to consider this point carefully.
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PART-TIME AND SHORT-NOTICE TEACHERS

Part-Time and Short-
Notice Teachers

Agencies

Heads and Bursars should take careful note 

of the terms of any contract with an agency 

which supplies teachers.  In particular, careful 

enquiry must be made about Criminal 

Records Bureau checks, whether the rates of 

pay include NI contributions, Superannuation, 

and holiday pay and what premium will be 

charged if permanent employment is offered 

to the supply teacher by the school.

Part-time and Temporary 
Contracts

All employees have the right to employment 

protection after one year’s service. Part-time 

employees have exactly the same rights as 

their full-time colleagues, and must enjoy the 

same privileges (pro-rata where appropriate). 

Examples are: pension scheme, private health 

care, and fee concessions.

Care should be exercised in drawing up 

temporary contracts to cover, for example, 

maternity or sabbatical leave, citing the 

reason for the temporary nature of the 

contract, which must be ‘objectively 

justifiable’.

Contracts for part-time teachers may have 

clauses inserted, which indicate that hours 

may vary from year to year. Care must be 

taken when drafting and implementing these 

to avoid discrimination claims.

The IAPS Model Contract for Teachers is 

available from the website www.iaps.org.uk

Calculating holiday pay for short-
notice (“supply”) teachers

There is a requirement for short-notice 

teachers to have their pay calculated to 

show the working element and the holiday 

element separately.  It will be for relevant 

bodies to determine when the holiday 

element is paid, but it must not be retained 

beyond the end of a contract.  However, if 

the duration of the contract is long enough, 

the holiday element should be paid during 

any periods of holiday that occur during the 

employment contract.  Schools will need to 

review their pay policies and set out when 

and in what circumstances holiday pay is to 

be paid.

What is a day’s pay?

The calculation of a day’s pay comes into 

focus when schools either need to make 

payments to staff in lieu of days owed, or 

alternatively, make deductions from their pay 

for periods of unpaid leave.

There are 3 main options available to schools 

which are set out below.  These are all 

legitimate but it is essential that the school 

applies a consistent approach whether 

making payments to staff or recouping 

pay.  It is also important that the approach 

is reflected in the school’s contractual 

documentation, and reflects any established 

custom and practice.

Option 1 – Use a calculation of 1/365.  It 

works in favour of the school when making 

payments to staff and also minimises any 

scope for dispute over what constitutes 

working days and holiday periods.  It can also 

be applied consistently for all types of staff. 

This will be the default position in the event 

that the contract is silent but it is useful to 

clarify the approach in the contract.

Option 2 – Use a calculation of 1/260, which is 

based on working days of Monday to Friday 

and not weekends.  This results in a greater 

sum when deductions are made for absence.  

It can work well for day schools but may not 

assist where staff may be required to work at 

weekends.   It is essential that this approach is 

clearly stated in the contract. 
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Option 3 – Use actual working days together 

with contractual and statutory holiday.  By 

way of example, using the maintained sector 

working days of 195 for teaching staff, plus 28 

statutory holidays, results in a calculation of 

1/223.   This figure is the most advantageous 

in the event of deductions but the converse 

is true when making payments to staff.  It 

may also be administratively more difficult if 

different categories of staff work a different 

number of days each year.  It is essential that 

this approach is clearly stated in the contract. 

Here is a worked example using option 3, 

which also illustrates how to calculate holiday 

pay. 

The pay for 195 days is calculated as 195/223 

for days worked and 28/223 for holidays.  Thus 

a teacher earning £27,939 per annum would 

be paid £24,430.96 for worked days and 

£3,508.04 for holidays.  This produces a daily 

rate of £125.29 (£24,430.96 divided by 195) for 

days worked and £17.99 (£3,508.04 divided by 

195) as holiday pay.  

Unauthorised Absence

Schools are able to make a deduction from 

wages for days not worked as a result of 

unauthorised absence or strike action.  How 

much pay can be withheld depends on the 

employee’s contract.  In the absence of any 

statement otherwise the formula is likely to be 

1/365th.  Schools could choose to base the 

deduction on “working days” (plus statutory 

holiday).   Adopting this approach a formula 

for calculating a day’s pay for workers 

employed throughout the year will be 1/260 

multiplied by annual salary; for term time only 

staff it will be 1/(number of term days plus 

28 statutory holidays) multiplied by annual 

salary. Schools will need to revise contracts for 

consistency. 

When is Holiday Pay Paid? 

Most short-notice periods of employment will 

not include a school holiday period and as 

such the full amount of pay due (including 

the holiday element) can be paid when the 

contract terminates, and it is only necessary 

to identify the holiday element in the pay 

advice.  If, however, a school holiday period 

occurs within the period of the contract, the 

teacher should be paid appropriate holiday 

pay during the holiday period.

In practice, most short-notice teachers will 

be paid on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, 

depending on the length of the contract.  

To ensure good practice, teachers should 

be paid in a regular and consistent manner 

throughout the period of the contract, 

including the holiday periods if any occur, with 

the holiday element of pay identified in the 

pay advice. 

The pay of teachers employed by agencies 

remains a matter for those agencies.

Registration of Teachers 

Newly qualified teachers (NQTs) are required 

to undergo an induction programme during 

their first year of service. 

In the independent sector, this is usually 

administered by the IStip (Independent 

Schools Teacher Induction Panel), although 

other bodies, for example Local Education 

Authorities, may also offer induction 

programmes. NQTs MUST be registered on a 

suitable programme before they commence 

teaching. 

On satisfactory completion of the year-long 

induction programme, teachers become 

eligible for registration with the Teaching 

Agency, and may not work in the maintained 

sector without being so registered. 

(See advice panel overleaf)
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Advice

The General Teaching Council for 
England (GTC) has now ceased 
operations.

From 1 April 2012, the Teaching Agency 

, a new executive agency of the 

Department for Education (DfE), will be 

the body responsible for the following 

activities in England:

• The award of Qualified Teacher 

Status (QTS)

• The issue of induction certificates

• Hearing induction appeals

• The regulation of the teaching 

profession

There will be no requirement to register 

with the new Teaching Agency and 

no registration fee following the GTC’s 

abolition.

The Education Act 2011 confirms that 

all GTC sanctions will remain in force 

following the GTC’s closure with the 

exception of reprimands.

Further information about the 

Teaching Agency can be found on 

the Department for Education website.

Overseas Trained Teachers 

An overseas-trained teacher (OTT) is a person 

who is qualified as a teacher in a country 

outside of the European Economic Area (EEA) 

and Switzerland.

The DFE revised its regulations with respect 

to teachers trained overseas (OTTs) some 

time ago. Please note that independent 

schools are entitled to employ whomever 

they wish as teachers; qualified teacher 

status is not obligatory, although of course it is 

encouraged as best practice. 

There has been a change to the regulations 

applying to teachers from Australia, New 

Zealand, Canada and the USA, effective from 

April 2012.

 
DFE Advice concerning OTT 
teachers (produced in its entirety)

Background

This is Departmental advice on employing 

overseas-trained teachers (OTTs) to teach 

in state maintained and non-maintained 

special schools in England. In this guidance, 

OTTs are people who have qualified as 

teachers in a country outside of the European 

Economic Area (EEA) and Switzerland having 

successfully completed a course of initial 

teacher training which is recognised by the 

relevant authorities in their home countries.

The Education (Specified Work and 

Registration) (England) Regulations 2003 (SI 

2003/1663) and the Education (Specified Work 

and Registration) (England) (Amendment) 

Regulations 2007 (SI2007/2117) set out the 

conditions under which overseas-trained 

teachers are allowed to carry out specified 

work.

PART-TIME AND SHORT-NOTICE TEACHERS
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OTTs from Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand and the USA

From 1 April 2012  qualified teachers from 

Australia, Canada, New Zealand or the 

USA can apply to the Teaching Agency 

for qualified teacher status (QTS) without 

undertaking further training or assessment in 

England. OTTs from these countries can obtain 

further information by contacting the Teacher 

Enquiries telephone number on this page. A 

downloadable application form is available 

from the associated resources section of this 

page.

The four year rule

The four year rule applies to teachers who 

qualified in countries outside of the EEA and 

Switzerland except for teachers who qualified 

in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and 

the USA. OTTs are allowed to teach in state 

maintained schools and non-maintained 

special schools in England as unqualified 

teachers for four calendar years. However, 

they are not permitted to teach in pupil 

referral units (PRUs) until they have been 

awarded qualified teacher status (QTS). The 

four year period an OTT is allowed to work as 

an unqualified teacher begins on the first day 

the individual taught in a state maintained 

school or a non-maintained special school in 

England and expires exactly four years later 

regardless of whether the OTT has taught 

throughout the four year period.

For example, if a teacher first teaches on 10 

September 2006, they are allowed to teach 

without QTS until 9 September 2010. The 

expiry date remains 9 September 2010 even 

if the teacher did not teach for the whole 

period between 10 September 2006 and 9 

September 2010 unless they are eligible for 

one of the statutory extensions.

Teachers who qualified in countries 

outside the EEA and Switzerland are still 

subject to the four year rule even if they do 

not require Home Office permission to work 

or remain in the UK. The four year rule will not 

apply to qualified teachers from Australia, 

Canada, New Zealand or the USA.

Advice for OTTs

It is essential that schools, local authorities and 

employment agencies make OTTs aware on 

their appointment that there is a legal limit on 

the length of time they are allowed to teach 

without QTS. It is strongly recommended that 

the following action is undertaken by OTTs 

either before or shortly after arrival in the UK:

• They arrange a check with UK 

NARIC to establish whether their home 

qualifications are equivalent to a UK 

first degree and also to a GCSE grade 

‘C’ in maths and English (and science 

if the person is a primary teacher). It is 

important these checks are carried out 

at an early stage as some teachers may 

need to top up their qualifications before 

they can undertake QTS training and 

extra time is not available for this purpose.

• They arrange to undertake an 

employment-based training course 

leading to QTS by contacting the 

Teaching Agency or telephoning the 

Teaching Information Line.

The Department has produced a publication, 

Overseas-trained teachers - what you need to 

know. It would be helpful if the leaflet is issued 

to OTTs when they take up post.

PART-TIME AND SHORT-NOTICE TEACHERS
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The position of OTTs after four years

In order to teach after four years, OTTs must 

have been awarded QTS. OTTs who have 

been awarded QTS by the end of their four 

year period become qualified teachers and 

are allowed to continue teaching subject to 

UK Border Agency permission if required under 

the terms of their UK entry.

It is unlawful for OTTs to continue teaching in 

state maintained schools and non-maintained 

special schools in England beyond four years 

if they have not been awarded QTS. OTTs 

without QTS may only continue teaching after 

four years if:

• They have taken statutory maternity, 

paternity, adoption or parental leave 

or pregnancy related absences during 

the four-year period. In such cases, the 

OTT is eligible for extra time equal to the 

amount of statutory maternity, parental, 

adoption or parental leave taken under 

the Employment Rights Act 1996. For 

example, if a teacher has taken 34 weeks 

statutory maternity leave during her four-

year period, she is allowed an extra 34 

weeks to obtain QTS.

• They are employed as an Instructor 

who fills a teaching post but only when 

a school is unable to recruit a suitable 

qualified or trainee teacher. The 

requirement is that an instructor must 

have skills, qualifications and experience 

relevant to the teaching post in question. 

The instructor appointment should only 

be made when a school cannot recruit 

a qualified or trainee teacher. It is a 

temporary appointment until the post can 

be filled by a suitable qualified or trainee 

teacher.

If there is no resident qualified teacher 

or instructor and providing the overseas 

person has scored enough points under the 

new points based system, a certificate of 

sponsorship may be issued for an instructor 

for one year initially. Future applications to 

extend the certificate of sponsorship will 

also be subject to the above advertising 

requirements.

Teaching Information Line 

0800 389 2500

Teacher Enquiries 

0370 496 8324 

teacher.enquiries@education.gsi.gov.uk

UK Border Agency

Please note that OTTs will be subject to the 

usual visa requirements of the UK Borders 

Agency.

PART-TIME AND SHORT-NOTICE TEACHERS
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THE SALARIES BUDGET

The Salaries Budget

The Teacher /pupil ratio (TPR) is a key 

performance indicator for the financial health 

of the school. From the Crowe Clark Whitehill 

bench-marking survey, we understand that 

in prep schools, the portion of the budget 

dedicated to teaching salaries is of the order 

of 50-55%.

Smaller schools have less scope for efficiency, 

and may find that this figure is higher, perhaps 

creeping over 60%. Alarm bells should start 

ringing, and urgent action taken, if it should 

approach 65%!

In trying to achieve a better TPR for your 

school (have you calculated it, by the way?) 

it has to be said that many teachers would 

cheerfully teach more if they were relieved of 

some of the lesser-skilled tasks and duties they 

are asked to perform. It is cost-effective to use 

support staff to supervise the changing rooms; 

collect money for trips or photographs; and 

drive minibuses, for example. Increasing your 

support staff makes life more comfortable 

and less stressful for everybody – and enables 

you to ask teachers to teach more. The net 

savings in your budget can be remarkable.

Redundancies and Pay Freezes

If you cannot achieve a better TPR by natural 

wastage (people leaving not being replaced) 

then it may be necessary to contemplate 

redundancies. Of course, no-one likes this – it 

deals a blow to morale, it is as unpleasant for 

the Head and Bursar as it is for the employees 

who are made redundant; but it is as 

necessary to lose staff when numbers drop 

as it is to increase staff when numbers rise. 

Seen in that light, it becomes easier to find the 

necessary resolve.

In the current climate of austerity, pay freezes 

are causing a cut in living standards. Many 

schools will be experiencing a fall in demand 

for places, especially in Reception classes, as 

parents hold off from committing themselves 

to buying independent education. Current 

parents are struggling to hold on, and 

governing bodies are right to curtail fee 

increases in order to support those parents.

However, it is always right to recognise and 

reward good service. Staff pay increases 

should be cautious and measured. It has 

never been more important than it is now, to 

link pay with performance, using a rigorous 

and effective performance management 

award scheme (appraisal) as part of a sound, 

transparent and fair pay policy.

Changes in the Teachers Pensions will 

also have an impact on your Pay Policy. 

Ultimately, teachers will be paying more for 

their pensions, and will have to work until State 

Pension Age before they receive it; but the 

pension will still be a good one, compared 

with money purchase schemes. The 

safeguarding arrangements are generous; 

however, there will be a need to move away 

from the historic lengthy pay scales which can 

still be found in some schools. 

This is the ideal time to re-visit your pay policy 

and performance management (appraisal) 

system, to ensure that both are fit for purpose.
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THE TEACHING ASSISTANTS AND OTHER SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF

Teaching Assistants and Other School Support Staff

School Support Staff

We continue to use the NJC (also known 

as ‘the Green Book’) scale, until it, too, 

succumbs to market forces! There is also a 

variant of this scale for Inner London, which 

consolidates the NJC scale with a variable 

weighting for Inner London. This is known as 

the GLPC Scale (Greater London Provincial 

Council). I hope that schools, particularly 

those in London, will find it useful to have both 

available for comparison. 

 

Schools in London and the Home Counties 

may wish to be aware that the system of 

adding flat-rate Allowances is giving way 

to the use of consolidated local authority 

pay scales. This is largely because subtle 

distinctions between ‘Inner Fringe’ and ‘Outer 

Fringe’, for example, do not reflect the reality 

that a mobile work force will frequently cross 

these artificial boundaries.  Local Authority 

websites often contain downloadable pay 

scales; it is easy to research what local schools 

are paying their support staff.

Teaching Assistants and  
Nursery Nurses

Prep schools which have been employing 

Teaching (or Classroom) Assistants customarily 

pay according to the Nursery Nurses Pay 

Scale, the Unqualified Teachers Scale, or an 

hourly rate, depending on job descriptions. 

The Nursery Nurses Pay Scale, which has been 

quoted in this Guide for a period of some 

years, is a subset of the NJC Scale, and to 

save space, I have now decided not to quote 

it separately. Please consult the NJC scale on 

page 19, Scale Points 6-15.

Nursery Nurses in Charge of  
Nurseries

The salary of the Officer in Charge of a  

Nursery is determined according to the  

following information on page 21.
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THE TEACHING ASSISTANTS AND OTHER SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF

Size of Nursery Grade

Up to 15 places 4,5 or 6

16-29 5,6 or 7

30-49 6,7 or 8

50 or over 7,8 or 9

Grade Point Grade Point

4 21 7 29

22 30

23 31

24 32

25 8 32

5 23 33

24 34

25 35

26 9 35

27 36

28 37

6 26 38

27

28

29

NB All points refer to the NJC Pay Scale quoted on page 22 

Further advice may be obtained from VOICE, formerly known as PAT/PANN (Professional 

Association of Teachers/Nursery Nurses). www.voicetheunion.org.uk
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NJC or Local Government Service Single Status Agreement (‘The Green Book’)

Public sector employees are limited to a 1% pay increase. However, the employers and the unions are 

debating whether it should be 1% across the board, or more for the lower grades and less for the higher. 

I have applied 1% across the board until the official scales are published.

Spine Point 1 April 2014 Spine Point 1 April 2014

4 £12,389 27 £23,420

5 £12,559 28 £24,184

6 £12,740 29 £25,141

7 £13,044 30 £25,984

8 £13,454 31 £26,804

9 £13,862 32 £27,596

10 £14,153 33 £28,408

11 £15,029 34 £29,211

12 £15,341 35 £29,823

13 £15,754 36 £30,614

14 £16,041 37 £31,472

15 £16,377 38 £32,393

16 £16,770 39 £33,459

17 £17,168 40 £34,338

18 £17,506 41 £35,243

19 £18,160 42 £36,142

20 £18,824 43 £37,043

21 £19,510 44 £37,954

22 £20,015 45 £38,806

23 £20,604 46 £39,745

24 £21,278 47 £40,657

25 £21,951 48 £41,559

26 £22,667 49 £42,452

 
London Allowances

Inner London: £3,332 Inner fringe: £806 

Outer London: £1,773 Outer fringe: £561

THE TEACHING ASSISTANTS AND OTHER SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF
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Greater London Provincial Council (GLPC) Pay Scale for Inner London

This is a scale which uses the same points as above (NB scale points 1-3 are not used in London), 

but consolidates the Inner London Allowance, which is a slightly variable figure, for payroll 

purposes. It is of the order of £3,332 except on the 2 lowest points, where it is less. As with the 

NJC scale, I have increased it by 1% across the board, until the official scales are published.

From April 2014:

Spine Point Pay Spine Point Pay

4 15186 27 26522

5 15459 28 27279

6 15871 29 28224

7 16265 30 29058

8 16668 31 29867

9 17065 32 30648

10 17353 33 31464

11 18210 34 32254

12 18525 35 32857

13 18919 36 33639

14 19222 37 34494

15 19547 38 35406

16 19928 39 36457

17 20328 40 37330

18 20665 41 38230

19 21313 42 39120

20 21968 43 40017

21 22646 44 40911

22 23149 45 41753

23 23731 46 42681

24 24398 47 43584

25 25067 48 44483

26 25770 49 45359

THE TEACHING ASSISTANTS AND OTHER SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF
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MEDICAL AND CARE STAFF

Medical and Care Staff

Medical Officers

School medical officers should be recognised 

medical advisers appointed to undertake 

medical examinations of scholars and to 

advise the school authorities generally on 

matters of health and hygiene. The officer 

should ensure that medical examinations of all 

pupils are carried out as necessary including 

medical examinations on entrance and fitness 

for sport. Depending on the amount of work 

to be undertaken, a medical officer may be 

paid on a per scholar or a sessional basis.

These fees are agreed between the 

independent school associations and the 

Medical Officers of Schools Association 

(MOSA). 

Further information on the work of school 

medical officers can be obtained from the 

Hon. Secretary of MOSA

Dr. Rebecca Pryse

(honorary.secretary@mosa.org.uk) 

North End Surgery,High Street, Buckingham, 

Buckinghamshire MK18  3DZ

Effective date: 1 September 2013

For medical officers (private boarding schools)

£

either
a salary based on the BMA guidance for part-time occupational 
medicine for one session per week

190..00

or
in small schools where it is possible for work to involve a smaller 
commitment in time,  per scholar per annum for duties outside the NHS

68.00

Note: Doctors are advised to negotiate their own fee for work undertaken for schools that do 

not belong to the organisations that have agreed to these fees.
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MEDICAL AND CARE STAFF

School Nurses & Health Visitors

The national pay scales for Nursing are call 

the ‘Agenda for Change’ Pay Bands. Posts 

in Pay Band 5 are the minimum entry level 

for roles that require a statutory registration 

to practice. A nurse in this role would be 

expected to:

• Carry out immunisation programmes

• Undertake health assessments, screening 

and any necessary follow up action

• Undertake health education work with 

school age children

School Nurses whose role is beyond a 

Band 5 fall within Band 6 and are generally 

described as ‘Specialist’ roles. Nurses will rise 

one increment a year from April 1st each 

year. Nurses in a Band 6 role have specialist 

knowledge across a range of procedures 

underpinned by theory. They have 

professional knowledge acquired through 

degree/diploma supplemented by post 

graduate diploma level specialist training, 

experience, short courses. Advance Nursing 

roles are at AfC Band 7 and cover such roles 

as ‘Team Manager’ (Schools). Here, the role is 

considered to:

• Provide leadership and line management 

to a team of school nurses

• Provide school age children and families 

with a service that promotes their 

physical, mental and emotional health

• Carries a case load of children, families, 

carers
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PAY RATES EFFECTIVE FROM 1 APRIL 2013

Pay Rates Effective from 1 April 2013

Agenda for Change Pay Bands 1 April 2013

Point Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7

1 14,294 14,294

2 14,653 14,653

3 15,013  15,013

4 15,432

5 15,851

6 16,271 16,271

7 16,811 16,811

8 17,425 17,425

9 17,794

10 18,285

11 18,838 18,,838

12 19,268 19,268

13 19,,947

14 20,638

15 21,265

16 21,388 21,388

17 222,016 22,016

18 22,903

19 23,825

20 24,799

21 25,783 25,783

22 26,822 26,822

23 27,901 27,901

24 28,755

25 29,759

26 30,764 30,764

27 31,768 31,768

28 32,898 32,898

29 34,530 34,530

30 35,536

31 36,666

32 37,921

33 39,239

34 40,588

35 42,190
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Band 8

Band 9Range 
A

Range 
B

Range 
C

Range 
D

43,822 45,707 54,988 65,992 77,850

45,707 47,088 56,504 67,805 81,618

47,088 49,473 59,016 70,631 85,535

52,235 61,779 74,084 89,640

54,998 65,922 77,850 93,944

56,504 67,805 81,618 98,453

High cost area supplements  
from 1 April 2013

Inner London: 20% of basic salary (subject to a 

minimum payment of £4,076 and a maximum 

payment of £6,279). 

Outer London: 15% of basic salary (subject 

to a minimum payment of £3,448 and a 

maximum payment of £4,395). 

Fringe Zone: 5% of basic salary (subject to a 

minimum payment of £942 and a maximum 

payment of £1,632).

Payments for Working or Providing Emergency 

Cover Outside Normal Hours

For unsociable hours, and periods on-call, 

overtime is payable when excess hours are 

worked over full-time hours (37.5). Overtime is 

payable at time and a half 

 

Source: Employment Relations Department, 

Royal College of Nursing 20 Cavendish 

Square, London W1G 0RN www.rcn.org.uk   

Tel: 020 7647 3661 
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Foreign Workers and Gap Students 

Employment of foreign nationals

Please remember that it is an offence to 

employ workers who do not have the right 

to work in the UK. You must take steps to 

ensure that your workers are eligible to work 

in the UK, and it is best practice to do this 

for all employees, not just those whom you 

categorise as ‘foreign’. This is in order to  

avoid any allegations of racial discrimination 

against you. You will find comprehensive 

guidance on the Business Link website,  

www.businesslink.gov.uk, and you should 

obtain or download a copy of the document 

‘Prevention of Illegal Working’ published 

by the Border and Immigration Agency 

of the Home Office, which contains all 

the information you need to establish the 

‘statutory excuse’ which you need to avoid 

sanctions in case someone slips through  

the net.

www.bia.homeoffice.gov.uk

Note that you are NOT expected to be an 

expert on forged documents. All you need 

to do is conduct simple - but careful - visual 

checks without the need for training or 

technological aids, to satisfy yourself that the 

document(s) presented are genuine, and 

relate to the person presenting them.

If you are not sure whether or not a document 

is valid, call the Home Office UK Border 

Agency Sponsorship and Employers’ Helpline 

on Tel 0300 123 4699.

When you download the guidance, you will 

notice that your obligation is to examine 

documents from one of two lists, designated 

A and B.

If the worker provides a document, or 

documents, from List B, you must repeat 

the checks at least once every 12 months 

to retain the excuse until they provide a 

specified document, or documents, from List 

A, or they leave your employment. 

 

It is sensible to keep photocopies of all 

documents checked together with a record 

of when they were checked and by whom.

PAY RATES EFFECTIVE FROM 1 APRIL 2013
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VISITING MUSIC TEACHERS

School Leavers or Gap Students 
and the NMW

Students who are UK nationals, citizens of any 

of the members’ states of the EU, and foreign 

nationals (with work permits) must be paid at 

least the National Minimum Wage (NMW).

National Minimum Wage 
 (£/hour) 2013/14

1st October 2013 
(2014)

Main rate (workers 
aged 21 and over)

£6.19 (6.31)

Development rate 
(workers aged 18-20) 

£4.98 (5.03)

Development rate 
(workers aged under 
18)

Apprentices

£3.68 (3.72)

£2.65 (2.68)

Accommodation offset

£4.82(£4.91)  
per day or  

£33.74(£34.37)  
per week

However, students from overseas who enter 

the country with a charity or volunteer worker 

visa must not be paid the NMW, because the 

terms of their visas prohibit them earning more 

than a token sum plus expenses. 

Employer Supported Childcare

The rules of the scheme changed in April 

2011. Existing members will enjoy the same 

level of tax relief as before (£55 per week) but 

those joining after April 2011 will have their tax 

relief assessed according to whether they pay 

tax at the higher rate. Please consult HMRC 

for details of how to conduct the assessment.

Holiday Entitlement 

Holiday entitlement is now 5.6 weeks (28 days 

if you work a five-day week); pro-rata for 

those working part-time. This may include the 

eight Bank Holidays (nine in Scotland).
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HEAD’S WIFE OR HUSBAND

Visiting Music Teachers

Visiting Music Teachers

Advice

This topic is one that never fails to cause 

vexation!  Frankly, we have all received 

conflicting advice about the issues of 

whether or not peripatetic teachers are 

self-employed. It is for individual schools 

to determine the status of their VMTs, if 

necessary in conjunction with HMRC.

The Incorporated Society of Musicians (ISM) 

is a useful resource, and gives guidelines for 

tuition fees based on surveys. It also contains 

useful advice on the differences between 

being employed or self-employed.

This is the result of their latest survey, 

reproduced from their website

www.ism.org/advice/article/fees-self-

employed-visiting-music-teachers

Survey results for self-employed 
visiting music teachers in schools

In September 2012, most self-employed 

teachers in schools charged between £25.50 

and £35 per hour. The mid-point (in the sense 

that half the teachers charged more and half 

charged less than this figure) was £30, the 

same figure as in our previous survey, carried 

out a year earlier.

The survey shows that teachers in 

independent and specialist music schools 

earned a higher rate than those working in 

other schools or for music services or hubs. 

There was no statistically significant difference 

between the rates reported by teachers 

employed by maintained schools, academies 

and free schools and music services and hubs. 

We have, therefore, put these types of school 

together in one group.

The table below summarises the survey results.

Self-employed music teachers in schools: 
lesson rates in September 2012

 
Mid-
point*

Central 
range**

Overall UK £ p/h £ p/h

All schools 30 25.50 - 35

Independent schools 
and specialist music 
schools

32 29 - 37

All other schools, music 
services and hubs

28 25 - 30

London   

All schools 32 26.50 - 38

Independent schools 
and specialist music 
schools

36 32 - 39.50

All other schools, music 
services and hubs

28.50 24 - 31.50

Rest of UK

All schools 30 25.50 - 35

Independent schools 
and specialist music 
schools

32 28.50 - 36

All other schools, music 
services and hubs

27 25 - 30

 
*Half the respondents charged this amount or more and half 

charged this amount or less. 

**Most respondents charged fees within this range. (Only 20% 

charged more and 20% charged less.)

Fee increases

Almost half of self-employed teachers 

reported that their school teaching rate had 

risen over the previous twelve months. For 

those reporting an increase, the average rise 

in rates was just under £2 per hour.
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PAGE HEADER HERE

Head’s Wife or Husband

Advice

Where the Head’s spouse carries out 

specific work as teacher, matron, bursar 

etc, they should be paid according to 

the appropriate rate or scale given in this 

Guide.

Where the work done is not specific, or 

largely unclassifiable, account should 

be taken of the salary which the school 

would have to offer if the spouse did not 

undertake the work. It would be prudent 

to consider locking this figure into one 

of the scales in this guide, to ensure that 

annual increases are not overlooked. 

 The spouse is well-advised to consider 

joining a professional association. The 

Association of Teachers and Lecturers 

(ATL) has signified a willingness to 

offer membership to any spouse who 

contributes to the pastoral care of pupils.  

Other professional associations may also 

offer membership.

The spouse must be issued with a formal 

contract, with the same notice period as 

the Head. It may be desirable to make 

the contracts co-terminus. Legal advice 

is necessary here.

IAPS Council has expressed views 
in support of Head’s spouses 
which are encapsulated below. 

It ought not to be taken for granted that 

a Head’s wife or husband will be willing to 

undertake substantial duties in the school. If 

they chose to seek a post elsewhere, they 

would be entitled to do so, at whatever salary 

was appropriate to it. If the wife or husband 

has accepted an offer to work in the school, 

they should have a separate contract of 

employment, and should be properly and 

independently remunerated.

Whatever their defined duties, in most schools 

they will probably be exercising considerable 

responsibility in the fulfilment of her role as the 

Head’s wife or husband. In particular, they are 

likely to be responsible for the interviewing, 

appointment and supervision of matrons, 

cooks, housekeepers and domestic staff. 

In many schools, a head’s wife or husband 

may have to do the work of absent matrons, 

cooks or cleaners. While they may not expect 

to be paid at the appropriate hourly rate for 

such work, their salary should reflect that they 

might have to cover for other people from 

time to time. 

A Head’s wife or husband will often carry out 

a number of unclassifiable tasks. They may 

organise social events, act as hosts, answer 

the telephone, soothe troubled parents, 

staff or children, take children to the dentist, 

and arrange for birthday celebrations. These 

are not the sorts of duties that can appear 

in a contract of employment, but they are 

important. 

A Head’s contract often specifies that they 

are entitled to free accommodation for 

themselves and their family. If their wife or 

husband were to find a post outside the 

school, their employer would, in determining 

their salary, take no account of the fact that 

she/he was occupying such accommodation. 

By the same token, a wife or husband 

employed in their spouse’s school should not 

suffer deduction of salary on these grounds, 

because their entitlement derives from the 

head’s employment, not theirs.
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